A Force Bounding Approach in Joint Space for Interacting With Dynamic Multi-Degrees of Freedom Virtual Objects.
This When you submit your corrections, please either annotate the IEEE Proof PDF or send a list of corrections. Do not send new source files as we do not reconvert them at this production stage. ?> paper proposes a new relative motion-based dynamic force bounding approach (dynamic FBA) for stably interacting with dynamic multi-degrees of freedom (DOF) virtual objects. Considering the relative motion of the moving virtual object and human operator, a new multi-DOF passivity condition is derived in the joint space to easily cover the rotational motion in the task space. This approach overcomes some of the limitations of previous static approaches, which could not display the interaction force with moving virtual objects because they only considered the motion of the operator in their controllers. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, various dynamic scenarios are tested. The experimental and simulation results demonstrate that the proposed approach ensures stability and direction transparency of the haptic interaction with any passive or slightly active dynamic multi-DOF system.